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WEATHER WATCH
FRIDAY
Sunny/Hi 39 - Lo 22
SATURDAY
Mostly Sunny / Hi 50 -
Lo 33
Information courtesy The Weather Channel
Chris Scribner
Staff Writer
It is nearing the time when the
geese will return to campus. The
daily walks across campus will
no longer be peaceful or care-
free. Walks across campus
won't even be walks any more,
but "running for your life when
the geese give you an evil look
and start to squawk and flap
NCAA exciting to the end
Curt Geen
Editor-in-Chief
In the beginning, all 50 teams
had hopes of winning the
national championship. Four
teams entered Terre Haute, but
only one could emerge as the
champion. As was distinctly
clear by the large signs and
parking restrictions, the NCAA
Women's Division III Basket-
ball National Semifinal and
Final Games were held here, at
Rose-Hulman. The semifinal
matches were held this past Fri-
day and the winners and losers
returned Saturday to compete in
the championship and third
place games respectively.
Losing the previous day, DeP-
auw and Marymount Universi-
ties vied for the third place
trophy in the first of the two
games on Saturday evening. It
seemed Marymount was no
match for DePauw, who lead for
nearly the entire game. In the
end, DePauw came out head
with a final score of DePauw
University 65, Marymount Uni-
versity 58.
Thirty minutes later, the fea-
tured match-up began between
the previous days victors, St.
Lawrence University Saints and
the Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Pointers began in the packed
Hulbert Arena.
In the first two minutes of the
game, five fouls were commit-
ted, with St. Lawrence execut-
ing four of the five. Due to the
early foul trouble and extreme
Courtscy Rosc-Hulman
Pointers celebrating with their championship trophy after a close victory over the Saints.
field goal percent differences,
59.1% (Wisconsin) to 32.0%
(St. Lawrence), Wisconsin
obtained an early on lead into
half time, Wisconsin 37, St.
Lawrence 25. The only bright
spot in the St. Lawrence's game
came from successful imple-
mentation of a full-court press
that resulted in a few turnovers.
Leading off the second half,
St. Lawrence attempted to post
up their big women in the mid-
dle with a plethora of unsuc-
cessful shots. Once down by
twelve points, they must have
kicked into second gear
because in the closing minutes
of the game, Wisconsin's twelve
point lead was cut to one.
As in any good championship
game, the separation of the win-
ners from the losers was not
decided until the last seconds of
game. Down by two points with
seconds left on the clock, St.
Lawrence was in a must score
situation. Only one problem
stood in their way, Wisconsin
had possession. In a zealous
full-court press, St. Lawrence
intercepted the in-bounded pass
just behind the three-point line.
With one second left on the
clock, Cara Barbierri let loose
the game deciding shot.
With time expired, the entire
fate of her team rested on her
ability to make the shot. If she
made the shot, St. Lawrence
won, if not they lost. Lined up
but short hitting the front of the
rim, the shot missed, condemn-
ing St. Lawrence to defeat.
Geese, be gone
their wings at you," as Ellen
Taylor, sophomore electrical
engineering major, puts it.
Some solutions have been
suggested to rid the campus of
the pests, including "A tactical
air strike - nuclear capabilities
may be used if necessary," rec-
ommended by Kellan Wampler,
a sophomore math and computer
science major.
Other more mundane solu-
Courtsey www.crin.utoronto.cai—w3pkota/
tions have been sug-
gested as well. Wayne
Spary, vice president
of facilities, is negoti.-
ating with Avian Fly-
away, Inc., a
professional pest bird
control company. The
company has success-
fully rid birds such as
sparrows, swallows,
and pigeons from
locations
like Busch
Gardens,
the Lincoln
Memorial,
and many
government
and educa-
tional sites.
This will be
first test on geese,
says Spary. Several
methods to relocate
the birds will be
tested, such as intro-
ducing food which
will cause discom-
fort, and specialized
electric fences to
administer a mild
shock to the geese.
All the methods used
by the company are
tested to be safe for
—0
Courtsey www.cityofcanton.com/
Previous attmepts to keep geese under control have failed. This time new
approaches are being considered.
their
both the birds and the environ-
ment. If electric fences are
brought into use, they will be
marked by signs.
The geese population on cam-
pus has exploded, commented
Spary. "Over four years, it's
gone from two geese to ninety
geese." The birds are attracted
to the campus mainly because of
the two ponds. A short fence
was placed around the ponds to
contain them, but that quickly
failed.
Littering the sidewalks, the
geese present so much of a
cleaning problem that through
the summer months last year the
walkways needed daily clean-
ing. "It was to the point you
could not even walk on the side-
walk", says Spary. He also men-
tioned that it is a significant
health risk.
(Continued on Page 3)
Hordes of geese marching to Rose-Hulman sidewalks.
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2-4pm Hulbert Arena
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April Fools Day
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Open Mic Night
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Holy Week Activities
• Palm Sunday: Saturday - 5:00pm,
Sunday - 9:00am, 11:15am, 7:00pm
(No Rose Mass this weelosid)
Holy Thursday: Mass at St. 3oes - 7:30 pm
Good Friday: Mass at St Joes - 3:00 pm
(If you can'tm*etris mass let a Carmen krow she miet arrange a laier mass atRo.
Great Easter Vigil: 8:00 pm, St. Joes
Easter Sunday: 9:00 am, 11:15 am, & 7:00 pm
(No Rose Mass again)
Sludent Easter Dinner & Easter Egg Hunt:
5:15 pm—St. Joseph Parish Center, Lower Level
For More Information or if you need a ride contact:
Sr. Carmen - gilickc34hotmail .com
Rebecca John - Rebecca Johnson dirose-hulman.eckr
An drew Gordon - Andrew.Gordon (OD -tu Im a n.edu
7:00pm
Thursday
March 28th
Kahn Room
By: Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
COMING NEXT WEEK:
The Thron,
April Fools Issue
SUBMISSIONS
Events may be published in Events by any organization or individual. Information on club meetings, lectures, speeches, and athletic events,including announcements of times and locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care of Dale Long, associate director of communications,
at Box 14 or extension 8418. More detailed articles containing plans, agendas, and specific information should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.All submissions must be made by Wednesday at noon in order to be published in Events in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
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Fraternities MATH CORNER PROBLEM OF THE WEEK
help beautify
Terre Haute
Nicole Hartkemeyer
Staff Writer
Rose-Hulman's fraternities
and sororities will help Terre
Haute look its best this weekend
by planting 100 trees along with
Trees Incorporated, a local non-
urban forestry and environmen-
tal group of volunteers. All of
these volunteers have one goal:
to help beautify Terre Haute by
planting hardwood trees in tree
rows around the city through
their Adopt-a-Street-Tree
project each spring. They also
have several other tree planting
projects, such as their annual
Daffodil Project, their Third
Street Beautification Project,
Highways 46 and 41/1-70
exchange beautification, and
special Arbor Day and Earth
Day programs.
This weekend's project, the
Adopt-a-Street-Tree project,
will be responsible for the plant-
ing of 100 trees that have been
'adopted' by Terre Haute resi-
dents for a $25 donation. The
trees are, however, worth $300 a
piece and weigh in excess of
300 lbs. These hardwood trees
were purchased through a local
nursery with the support of local
business and organization con-
tributors. This weekend will
also mark the one thousandth
tree planted by Tree's Inc.
Out to help plant these
this weekend are seven
fraternities and sororities.
unteers this year come
Alpha Tau Omega, Chi Omega,
Delta Delta Delta, Phi Gamma
Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Nu, and Triangle. So many stu-
dents volunteered for the event
that some had to be turned
away.
Jess R. Lucas, Planting Day
Co-Chair stated, "We could not
carry this program forward
without the tremendous volun-
teer help of Rose-Hulman mens'
and womens' fraternities!! They
really 'get into' this planting
day every year and we're very
thankful that they do."
The volunteers will join
together with supervisors and
representatives from Trees, Inc
to form some 20 teams, contain-
ing five to seven members each,
to plant the trees at designated
addresses throughout Terre
Haute.
trees
Rose
Vol-
from
Geese continued
from page 1:
A member from Avian Flyaway,
Inc. will be on campus in two
weeks to begin the geese reloca-
tion program. The exact details of
his program are unknown, but
much testing will be done before
a large scale solution is imple-
mented.
In regards to missing the geese,
sophomore computer science
major is the only person inter-
viewed who was in favor of keep-
ing the birds on campus. He
noted, "I enjoy them ... they make
my walk to class fun and chal-
lenging."
Problem:
INTENTIONAL FOULING: A standard strategy towards the end of a basketball
game is to intentionally foul the other team. The problem is to determine when this
strategy should be implemented. In this problem, we will not include three point
shots or three point plays (rather we have increase the probabilty of making a bas-
ket). We also suppose that there is no limit on the number offouls that you can com-
mit. For simplicity, we will assume that it takes 5 seconds to commit afoul and 15
seconds to take a shot for you to take a shot, and 30 seconds for the opposing team to
take a shot. Every time a foul is committed, the opposing team shoots two free
throws. Suppose that your team has a 60% chance of making a basket on each
opportunity, and the opposing team is a 70% free throw shooting team, and also has
a 60 % chance of making a basket on each opportunity. If you are behind by 10 pts
with X seconds remaining in the game, under what conditions on X should you start
intentionally fouling?
HINT: To answer this question, you need to "compute" the probability of winning
the game, when you intentionally foul and when you do not intentionally foul? You
should intentionally foul, only when the odds are winning are better.
Contest
Rules:
I. Contest is open to all students at Rose-Hulman.
2. The best solution as judged by members of the math faculty will be awarded.
(See solution criteria below)
3. Solutions must be submitted by I 00 p.m. on Wednesday to David Finn at G 213.
4. If no correct solution is submitted. No prize will be awarded.
Solution
. .
Criteria.
• Solution must be correct.
• Solution must be documented or explained.
• Clarity of solution. Solution should be easily understood.
• Elegance of solution. Number of steps should be minimized without affecting clarity.
Available on the web at
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/-finn/mathcorner/pow.html
Come Write for the Thorn. It's Fun.
SGA Info for All
This is a new article for all the students so that you can stay
informed on some of the important happenings of SGA. Enjoy.
•SGA has a new Executive Council. The new members are as
follows:
Ben Giant - President
Samuel Zurcher - Vice-President
Brian Kiefer - Secretary
Alison Burgess - Treasurer
Sarah Walton - Executive Director
Patrick Roby - Publicity Director
Club Relations Director - Natalie Morand
Parliamentarian - Laura Hemming
E-week is coming to an end, participate in today's event and
watch tomorrow's final showdown. Check the calender for
information.
CLUBS - Your budgets were due to Alison Burgess by Mon-
day, March 18. Any questions contact Alison at x8642, burge-
sam@rose-hulman.edu, or 406 Mees Hall
Unity
IT'S ABOUT RESPECT FOR YOURSELF,
FOR OTHERS, FOR OUR DIFFERENCES,
FOR OUR SIMILARITIES
Thursdays, Reading Room, 9pm
www.rose-hulman.edu/Users/groups/Unity
4EADOWS SHOPPING CENTER LOWER am SUITE • 232-0808 • JOSEKSPAYPN
cp,o
tes
SItte)
vol5e the)?
Reservations accepted at
478-9663
Live jazz on selected Sundays
"The head frog says make your
reservations now!"
10% off your meal with
presentation of this coupon.
1
11•11.
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Geometry program
hopes to reinvigorate
technical education
Crystal Landreth
Staff Writer
Geometry program hopes to
reinvigorate technical education
Crystal Landreth
Professor David Finn recently
received a $75000, three-year
grant to continue working on the
Motivating Geometry Through
Computation and Visualization
Project. Although the applied
geometry course has consumed
Finn's thoughts for the last six or
seven years, he has been actively
developing the course for the past
three years.
Finn noted that standard under-
graduate geometry courses are
principally designed for pre-ser-
vice teachers and prospective
research mathematicians, not
being of interest to students in the
technical oriented fields of engi-
neering, computer science, and
applied mathematical sciences.
Finn's goal is to develop new
course materials, part of which
will be java applets and the other
interactive based we materials, for
an applied geometry course for
students pursing higher education
in these fields.
The project is to develop web-
based material for the geometry
class Geometric Modeling, which
concerns the geometry and geo-
metric methods behind computer
graphics and CAD/CAM sys-
tems. The materials developed can
also be used in calculus, linear
algebra, and other courses.
"It is not the sort of material that
is easy to learn with only a text-
book, paper and pencil," reported
Finn, "It requires interactive play,
to see how the subject works."
The project and software will
allow for the students to experi-
ment with the material.
Part of this grant will fund work
for three students during the sum-
mer to aid in the development of
these course materials. Finn is
considering a wide variety of stu-
dents from freshman to seniors
based on their abilities. The stu-
dents will need to have some
experience in mathematical pro-
gramming and working with geo-
metrical, ideas, but above all, an
interest in working on this project,
developing web-based course
materials. The student aids will be
paid $2400 along with room and
board in New Hall for six weeks
of work.
Finn's project has now received
the needed funds to become a real-
ity. With the progress of the
project, the role of geometry will
be re-invigorated in the education
of future engineers, computer sci-
entists, and applied mathemati-
cians.
SAB Las Vegas Night
Friday, March 29
March 22/ 23 */ 251, e4.30 2002
Moench Auditorium — 8:oo
Aliat;Ilee --- 2.00 p.771.
Welcome
Moms!!
We hope you enjoy the
activities planned and this
time on our campus.
From the Rose-Hulman community.
'Taste The Magic
Serving Rose
234giustein
630 Wabash Avenue
,tusT nxivcm 
11011 MID MO MO MB OM IMP SIM OM MD ISM MO WO UM IMO
1
1
1 Sri
LARGE
1-Topping Pizza
with 20 ounce Pepsi product
FREE DELIVERY!
W. don't Ilk* money, we past Ilk, to deliver pima"
—,11111111imme••••••••••...,
Pizza Magia Buffet
$4.99
(Drink not included)
Monday-Friday: 11-2 and 6-9
Sunday 11-3 and 6-9
WE'VE ENGINEERED
THE PERFECT MATCH:
TODD GOOD & ADM
•
Archer Daniels Midland's Soy Processing Department is happy
to welcome our newest Production Assistant, Todd Good, a
graduating senior in Chemical Engineering. As the world's
leader in agricultural processing, ADM has its designs on the
optimum formula for Todd's success - innovation, opportunity
and experience. Together, we'll unlock the potential of nature
to improve the quality of life.
ADM
ADM is an equal opportunity employer.Adtrit--.P.oa, Student-5: Free, Kid5..-.15oo
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Dream Theater rocks Chicago
Jason Caron
Staff Writer
It was a colder night in down-
town Chicago this past week-
end, but the heat was on inside
Chicago's Vic Theater on
downtown Sheffield street. On
their current tour of the U.S.,
Dream Theater stopped by for a
rare two-night concert that they
are only performing in Chicago
and New York City.
Judging by the cameras and
microphones littering The the-
ater, it is possible that they
might be making a DVD or a
Live CD release or something.
At any rate, my friend Nikos,
who is also an avid Dream The-
ater fan and I, made the long
haul up to Chicago last Saturday
for the second sold-out show.
We decided to go to the sec-
ond one only because it was the
one which promised to be en-
tirely different than any other
set-list on their tour.. .that and
we are poor college students.
As it turned out, we made the
right decision in our choice of
shows.
Every seat was a good seat.
The tickets were all "General
Admission" meaning that there
was no assigned seating and
showing up early was definitely
a plus. We ended up showing
up late *rather than stand in line
for two hours to take what was
left over. Due to the theater set-
ting, it was standing room only
on the first floor.
The second floor was all seats
and was, of course, completely
filled up. We managed to se-
cure standing room in the mid-
dle of the first floor, a mere
stone's throw from the stage.
Moments after we secured a
spot, the lights dimmed and the
show was on.
As advertised, there was no
opening band. The shrouds
were lifted off of the instru-
ments to reveal Mike Potnoy's
five-billion-piece drum set. Off
to the left, Jordan Rudess's key-
board was on a rotating swivel
device up on a pedestal, so that
he could rotate in every direc-
tion.
I was first impressed by how
close we were to the stage, even
as Dream Theater took to their
instruments. Compared to the
concert I attended two years ago
where we were up on the sec-
ond-floor seats, they're amaz-
ingly close.
Starting off was the familiar
static of the end of a record, the
guitar riffs soon hinted to the in-
troduction of the show with the
first song of their newest double
CD album release, "Six Degrees
of Inner Turbulence," titled
"The Glass Prison." This up-
beat song set the mood for the
entire concert.
Following their introduction,
they surprised everybody by
jumping to their previous al-
bum, "Scenes From A Memo-
ry." From that album, they
played "Beyond This Life."
From there, they switched gears
and jumped to previous albums.
It seemed to me like they had
picked the best songs of each of
their previous albums as they
played "Surrounded" from their
"Images and Words" album,
"Burning My Soul" and "Peru-
vian Skies" from "Falling Into
Infinity," and several other old-
er songs. After the nostalgic
performance, they switched
back to the present with a song
off their newest album, "The
Great Debate."
As they wrapped up, they an-
nounced a fifteen-minute inter-
mission, during which we took
the opportunity to get closer
standing room to the stage. As
they reentered for the second
leg of their show, I was person-
ally in for a shock. This was be-
cause they began to play
"Battery," the first song of Me-
tallica's "Master of Puppets" al-
bum. Being an avid Metallica
fan, I was obviously overjoyed.
John Petrucci was amazing as
he played the lead guitar roles
normally reserved for Kirk
Hammett, while Rudess filled
the back-up riffs normally
played by James Hetfield with
his keyboard, an interesting
twist to the album. Lead vocal-
ist James LaBrie definitely did
not sound like James Hetfield,
but the sound was more like Me-
tallica's earlier era when all of
the band members were much
younger.
As they finished up, I figured
they would move on with the
rest of their show. I was mistak-
en, and again to my surprise,
they then proceeded to play the
entire "Master of Puppets" al-
bum from beginning to end.
Much respect to Metallica
drummer Lars Ulrich, but I
doubt that he could endure a
concert today at the speed that
Portnoy played the drums.
As they finished the Metallica
album, they then switched back
to their newer stuff with
"Home" from "Scenes From A
Memory." After several more
songs, they retired backstage
and returned for their encore.
The encore started as James
LaBrie took to a small section of
Portnoy's drums for a quick jam
session before they dove right
into "Take the Time" from "Im-
ages and Words." Following
this was a nice performance as
Petrucci and Rudess "dueled"
with each other, keyboard vs.
guitar. They followed up and
finished their night up with
"One Last Time" and "The Spir-
it Carries On" from "Scenes
From A Memory."
This has been the best concert
I've been to so far this year. As
a Dream Theater fan, there is
nothing like seeing them live.
Whether watching Portnoy twirl
his left drumstick in his hand
and tossing it up in the air while
still keeping up to the beat,
watching Petrucci's fingers
dance over the guitar with some
of the most dazzling guitar-
playing ever, or listening to the
different sounds that Rudess
produces from his keyboard, the
absolute kings of the Progres-
sive Rock music genre will
amaze you with their talent.
They are a must see for any true
music lover. I highly recom-
mend Dream Theater concerts
to everybody and, as they an-
nounced a return next year to
Chicago, you just might get the
opportunity.
NAS reclaims the throne of NY
Nick Privette
Staff Writer
NAS
Stillmatic
Rating:
A
Nas was born Nasir Jones on
September 14,1973 in Long Is-
land, NY. He grew up in the
rough Queensbridge housing
projects where dodging bullets
and slanging dope is an every-
day thing.
At an early age of nine Nas
began to hone his rapping skills
to perfection. He was influ-
enced musically by his father
who played jazz. In the mid-
80's Nas joined the rap group
the Devastatin' Seven. Nas de-
buted on Main Source's 1991
collection Breaking Atoms.
Though receiving recognition
from his contribution, Nas
stayed away from the rap scene
because he was distracted from
the shooting of his brother and
the death of his best friend.
Nas was hired in 1992 to do a
solo track for the Zebrahead
soundtrack. An album was in
the works shortly after pro-
duced by the best in NY on Co-
lumbia records.
In 1994 Illmatic was released
and was instantly dubbed a
classic by the hip hop industry.
Nas was claimed by many as
the king of New York, a well-
respected title given to the best
rapper in the area. It Was Writ-
ten followed in 1996 with
much acclaim.
Though featuring some good
songs, his 1999 release I Am
was plagued by a lean towards
commercial production and the
fact that Puff Daddy_ made an
appearance.
Late in the same year Nas-
tradamus was released. This
album was pure garbage flood-
ed with commercial beats and
lackluster lyrics. A breath of
fresh air hit when Nas released
Stillmatic this past Decem-
ber. This album is a classic
right up there with his fresh-
man effort Illmatic. Once
again Nas can be dubbed as the
king of New York.
Stillmatic is a great CD so
I'll give a track by track break-
down as if deserves.
Track 1: Intro
Not much other than an intro.
It gets the job done. A
Track 2: Ether
This song is a reply to the
Nas diss song Takeover on Jay-
Z's last album The Blueprint.
Right off the start Nas strikes
back a blow to his once friend
Jay-Z. This track completely
kills Jay-Z lyrically. The beat
is nice and simple. Enough
said. A-
Track 3: Got Yourself A....
This was the first single off
of the album. I love this song.
The lyrics are on point and the
beat is one of the best I've
heard. I'm glad Puffy didn't
grace this song. A+
Track 4: Smokin'
This is another track stating
how crazy life is growing up in
the streets. The lyrics are on
point and the beat matches
. well. A
Track 5: You're the Man
Nas raps
about nothing
other than
how he be-
came, you
guessed it,
"the man". I
love the beat
and the hook
to this song.
A
Track 6:
Rewind
Rewind is
quite an origi-
nal track. It
starts at the
end of a story
and works its
way to the be-
ginning by the
end of the
song. The
words are
crafted ingeniously and pro-
vide in vivid detail the story in
reverse. The beat is ok but
could have been a little better.
A-
Track 7: One Mic
One Mic is the second single
to be released off of the album.
Nas speaks his emotions on this
track rapping about problems
he has encountered. He starts
off each verse with a soft voice
and ends it almost yelling. The
beat matches Nas's -emotional
rise. A
Track 8: 2nd Childhood
The story of a three less for-
tunate people is told on this
song. Nas feels like he is liv-
ing a better life than he used to
and therefore a 2nd Childhood.
The piano makes this beat one
of my favorites. A+
Track 9: Destroy and Re-
build
NAS has a bad rep but good rap.
. www.amazon.co
This
mine off Stillmatic. The base-
line is great. Nas raps are
sharp and hit right along with
the beat. Here Nas raps about
several of people he has been
involved with in the past and
exposes their flaws. A+
Track 10: The Flyest
AZ makes an appearance
here. He puts down a decent
verse, but I've heard better
from him. Nas comes on strong
and brags about his manhood
among other things. The beat
is ok, kind of soothing. B+
Track 1 1 : Braveheart Party
Why in the world Nas includ-
ed this Braveheart produced
track on this album is a mystery
to me. This song does not fit at
all amongst the rest. This is the
one song that I believe keeps
this album from being equal
with Illmatic. The beat isn't
is another favorite of
bad for a party song . C
Track 12: Rule
Nas preaches world peace in
this song. "Everybody Wants
to Rule the World" by Tears for
Fears is sampled here. Though
most remakes are bad, this one
is ok. I wish an original beat
would have been used though.
Track 13: My Country
Experiences are brought up
here as Nas speaks his mind on
the current progression of race
relations and social problems.
A nice guitar beat accompanies
the potent lyrics. A-
Track 14: What Goes
Around
Problems that poison society
are all brought up. Their sig-
nificance is felt with the poetry
like rhymes that Nas provides.
Guitar and organ melodies
grace this track. I like this one.
A
Track 15: Every Ghetto
Every Ghetto is a bonus track
on the CD. It is ok but isn't as
good as the others. It's nice to
have an extra track on the al-
bum though. There is a guest
appearance here but I am not
sure who it is. B+
Stillmatic is a great album!
It is nice to see Nas rise up
once again after his last effort.
I was thinking that this album
was going to be right along the
lines with Nastradamus, but to
my joy it wasn't. Nas is the
true king of New York and one
of the best if not the best rapper
out there today. Nothing beats
the poetic meaningful flow that
Nas shows here. This CD is a
must in any hip hop library,
hands down. Overall A.
Aft-
.111•••
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Weekend Box Office Summary
Title This Weekend
1 Ice Age 46.3m
2 Resident Evil 17.7m
3 Showtime 15.0m
4 Time Machine 10.7m
5 We Were Soldiers 8.4m
6 All About the Benjam ins 4.9m
7 40 Days and 40 Nights 4.3m
8 John Q 3.6m
9 A Beautiful Mind 3.3m
10 Return to Neverland 2.1m
This Week's Release:
Blade 2
E. T.
Sorority Boys
An Ice Age is upon us
Peter Smith
Staff Writer
Ice Age
Rated PG
* * .5
Starring
Ray Romano
Is computer generated ani-
mated films the wave of the fu-
ture or just another fad? Well,
from the looks of things I'd say
it will be around for years to
come. The most recent entry
into the fray is Fox with Ice
Age. Ice Age is a really smart
film that takes place during the
Ice Age, of course, and features
a host of very furry mammals
who team together to save a hu-
man child.
As winter approaches, all of
the animals in the north begin to
migrate south. Soon the cold
will be too much for any to
bear. Two of the animals who
choose not to migrate are a
mammoth named Manfred,
voiced by Ray Romano from
the T.V. show Everybody
Loves Raymond, and a sloth
named Sid, voiced by John Le-
guizamo from Moulin Rouge!
They find a human baby that
got lost during an attack by the
sabertooths who want revenge
for the deaths the humans
caused for them. The two de-
cide to bring the baby back to
the humans, who have started
their migration as well. A sa-
bertooth who is
trying to steal
the baby joins
them under false
pretenses of sav-
ing the baby as
well. The saber-
tooth is named
Diego and is
voiced by Denis
Leary from The
Thomas Crown
Affair.
Ice Age is one
of the most
unique films
I've ever seen
from a style
standpoint. Fox
is releasing the
film, but the stu-
dio behind it is
New York based
Blue Sky Stu-
dios. They are a
very unique
computer anima-
tion company in
that they do not
use Pixar's Ren-
derman like most other compa-
nies, but they use there own
system
CGI Studio. CGI Studio is a
Ray Tracer, which means that it
is able to return a much more
realistic light model then Red-
erman, which uses a nonrealis-
tic lighting technique called
Reyes. The point is the stuff
they make looks more realistic
then anything you have ever
seen before, at least from a
lighting standpoint.
Blue Sky Studios is not new
Ice Age is awesome. Go see it today! www.imdb.com
to the animation business or
movies; however, this is their
first film. They are responsible
for the aliens in Alien Resurrec-
tion, the penguin in Fight Club,
the bugs in Joe's apartment, and
they were involved in enough
commercials that it would be
impossible for you to not have
seen their work somewhere.
Blue Sky Studios also won an
Oscar for best-animated short
film in 1998 for the film Bunny,
but it is doubtful that you have
seen the film. This lead to them
being purchased by Fox Studios
and eventually to getting the
opportunity to make Ice Age.
Ice Age is already hugely
successful. It earned over for-
ty-six million over the week-
end, which is a record for the
month of March, making it the
third best opening for an ani-
mated feature ever. It even sur-
passed Shrek's opening
weekend, and Shrek is the top
grossing film of last year.
So all in all, I'd say you will
be seeing more from Blue Sky
Studios in the future. I also be-
lieve this to be a very good
thing because Ice Age is a great
film
Age is fun for the whole
family. The style is fresh and
different, and really works for
me. So, on a scale of zero to
four where four is a classic and
zero is being the only innocent
on death row, I give this film
three and a half stars. You
should go see this film. If you
have kids, or just know some,
you should take them to this
film. If you have friends you
should tell them to see Ice Age.
It's a good film.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fraternities, Sororities
Clubs, Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising even. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Spring Hiking at Turkey Run
State Park Saturday, March 23.
Leave the Center at 11:00 am,
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
return by 5:00 pm. Lunch
provided. Call 232-0186 for more
details and to register. United
Campus Ministries, 321 N 7th St.,
Terre Haute.
FOR SALE
Custom Printed Ts-sportswear for
all events. Free artwork fast
turnaround. Screen printing &
embroidery. Call Swag's
Sporswear 232-6947 or visit at
2950 S. 7th.
Motorized three wheel handycap
cart in good condition.Call 877-
9955 and ask for Peggy.
FOR RENT
Now renting for fall
3 to 6 bedroom homes for
students. 2+ baths, appliances and
furniture. 9-12 month leases.
Good neighborhoods. 24 hr.
service. My tenants are my
refrences. Call 478-9286 and
leave a message if no answer.
Looking for a nice place to live
next year? One to Six Bedroom
apartments available. Call Sharp
Flats AT 877-1146 for more
information.
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and student organizations.
Ads that run longer than 30 words
will be charged 15 cents per
additional word.
Classified advertisements are
open to the public for $3.00 for the
first 30 words and 15 cents for
each additional word. Bold faced
words are available for 15 cents
per word. Payments must be made
in advance.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of rate, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
mail addressed to the Thorn, at
thorn@rose-hulman.edu or by
calling extension 8255. Deadline
for submissions: 5pm the
Wednesday prior to publication.
Runs over one week must be
renewed weekly by contacting the
Thorn office.
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Evil resides in the theater
Peter Smith
Staff Writer
Resident Evil
Rated R
* * *
Staring
Milla Jovovich
It seems like Hollywood and
the videogame industry should
be a perfect couple. Videoga-
mes based on movies are re-
leased with almost every new
hit movie, besides the Sixth
Sense. However, these games
usually are horrible. Unfortu-
nately the same can be said for
movies based on video games.
With the notable exception of
the first Mortal Kombat, and
Tomb Raider, although it could
have been better, videogame
based movies have been com-
plete flops. Well Resident Evil
is one of the exceptions. Based
on the popular videogame series
by the same name, this horror
film is one of the best videoga-
me adaptations I've seen.
Resident Evil is based on an
evil corporation that secretly
does biological research under-
ground; having a small problem
containing a virus they devel-
oped that mutates all the em-
ployees into blood hungry
zombies. I know your saying to
yourself, "How unoriginal!"
but it really is spectacular. The
story line really sucks you in
and makes you feel like you are
of the world.
A band of soldiers have to get
into the underground complex,
shut down the computer that is
securing the building and find
out why it shut down the com-
plex. Of course, this leads to
the group being attacked by all
the zombies. I know it sounds
bad, I thought I was going to
hate this film, but it is surpris-
ingly a really fun film to see.
The director of this film, Paul
Anderson III, also directed
Mortal Kombat and Event Hori-
zon. For the horror movie and
the good videogame film, he
seemed like a perfect match;
however, he was not first pick
for the project. Initially,
George Romero, who directed
Night of the Living Dead, was
to do the film, but his script was
rejected. This is odd, because
George Romero is a much big-
ger name in the film industry,
but Paul Anderson III did a
great job.
The star of this film is the
stunningly beautiful Milla Jo-
vovich, who stared in The Fifth
Element, The Messenger, and
Zoolander. She is a supermod-
www.imdb.com
Resident Evil looks bad, but do not judge a book by its cover.
el, turned singer, turned
that really sizzles on the screen.
She plays Alice, a security op-
erative with questionable mem-
ory who holds the key to what
happened in the complex. Did I
mention she is stunningly beau-
tiful? Just checking. Because
I'm saying she is totally great
looking.
The other actors in this film
all play supporting roles and are
actor not really that interesting, but
this seems very similar to the
games. In the games, other peo-
ple interact with the main char-
acter, but only the main one
develops the story line. Also,
the ending was not what I would
have liked, but like the videog-
ame it sets up a sequel perfectly
expect to see a sequel to this
film.
The music in this film is per-
fec; however, I might
be a bit biased, be-
cause the composer
is Clint Mansell. He
is the composer on
Requiem for a Dream
and Pi. The only two
films by Darren
Aronofsky and two
of my favorite films
ever. Clint Mansell
is the only movie
composer I am cur-
rently familiar with
by name, other than
Michael Kamen, who
did all the music for
Braveheart, The Pa-
triot, X-Men, and
any other film that
has orchestra-style
music in the last ten
years. In other
words, 1 am im-
pressed with Clint
Mansell and his
work.
I really had a lot of
fun at this film. It
had a low budget and got a lot
accomplished within that con- ,
straint. In fact, it was much bet-
ter then higher priced films. On
a scale of zero to four where
four, is a classic and zero is an
STD, I give this film three stars.
I think the actors were great and
the atmosphere was completely
believable. Go see this film and
have some fun.
The hottest Fl race
Jason Caron
Staff Writer
As the Monsoon season hits the
small country of Malaysia, the
sound of storms is overshadowed
by the familiar roar of high-rpm's
as the Formula One Championship
arrives for Round 2, the Malaysian
Grand Prix at Sepang. With only
one race down thus far, the compe-
tition is still great for the teams.
After the Australian Grand Prix,
the standings now lie with Michael
Schumacher on top with Juan Pablo
Montoya a close second and Kimi
Raikkonen in third. In the Con-
structor's Championship, Ferrari is
at the top with Williams BMW in
second and McLaren-Mercedes in
third. Most of this is due to the
massive first-comer wreck that oc-
curred in Australian, taking a vast
majority of the field out of the race.
With this initial wreck, it makes it
hard to predict the performance of
these drivers in actual racing, so
surprises may be yet to come.
Coming into the race, many
teams are choosing the same strate-
gies as before. Ferrari is still stick-
ing with their F2001 car instead of
introducing the F2002 car into rac-
ing. With Schumacher's win at
Australia, there is obviously evi-
dence to support this. More testing
was performed on the F2002 car in
the off-week following Australia in
preparation for its eventual use.
Meanwhile, a debate in the Jag-
uar corner was over the possible re-
lapse to last year's R2 model. The
R3 car still is not performing up to
the team's expectations. Jaguar
Eddie Irvine, Michael Schumach-
er's former teammate, has stated
that he will be leaving the team at
the end of the season, if the Jag-
uar's performance does not im-
prove.
Ferrari-engine-based Sauber and
team Minardi, who scored well in
Australia with fifth and seventh
place finishes, announced that they
were pleased with progress thus far
and that they may be able to keep
up with the better teams this sea-
son.
Qualifying for the Malaysian GP
was more of a textbook tradition
than the Australian GP. Michael
Schumacher dominatied the field
and took the pole position from
Juan Pablo Montoya by two-tenths
of a second. His teammate, Rubens
Barrichello, barely managed to take
third from Ralf Schumacher during
the last moments of qualifying,
who trailed behind by only 0.625
seconds.
McLaren drivers Kimi
Raikkonen and David Coulthard
each had the pole at one point early
in the qualifying session, but were
fifth and sixth respectively, merely
nine-thousandths of a second apart
from one another. They both
blamed bad set-ups of their cars as
major factors in their low spots on
the grid.
Sauber's Nick Heidfeld took sev-
enth, Renault's Jenson Button took
eight, BAR's Oliver Panis qualified
ninth, and Mika Salo gave Toyota
tenth place to round out the top
tenth. Jaguar again performed
poorly placing Pedro de la Rosa in
17th and Irvine in 20th.
Race day came and the weather
was hot and humid, with outside
temperatures at 93 degrees and
track changes at a whopping 104
degrees. The time counted down
and, a little after 1:30 a.m. eastern
time, the green light lit up and the
cars launched off the line.
Schumacher got the jump on
Montoya off the start, forcing the
Colombian to come back on the
outside to challenge him. As they
accelerated down the first straight-
a-way, all eyes were on the first
corner, where the incident occurred
in Australia. It had been stated that
there was greater potential for an
accident in Malaysia as the cars
would be traveling much faster in
turn one than in Australia.
A mass of cars surged into the
first corner and braked for the turn.
No multi-car pile-ups occurred, but
Montoya, who had stated before-
hand that he would not risk an acci-
dent to lead in the first turn, beat
Schumacher at the start and drove
over his nose cone as he went into
the first turn. The damaged cone
forced Schumacher into the pits for
a new nose and back out to the back
of the field, while Montoya, who
understeered due to the collision
and fell back to 1 1 th, was given a
drive-through (the pits) penalty at
lap 7 for his role in the incident
costing him 34 seconds in the race.
Another collision occurred dur-
ing lap 3, as Jordan driver Takuma
Sato ran into the rear of teammate
Giancarlo Fisichella. Both drivers
entered the pits for repairs and lost
valuable time. BAR's Oliver Panis
had his engine expire on lap 11 and
Renault's Jarno Trulli was soon to
follow in the intense temperatures
of Malaysia early in the race.
Barrichello assumed the lead af-
ter the early-race drama with Ralf
Schumacher close behind. The two
McLaren's, Raikkonen and Coulth-
ard were in third and fourth, but not
close enough to challenge the lead-
ers. Unfortunately, Coulthard be-
gan to slow on lap 14 and retired to
the pits soon after with engine fail-
ure. His teammate would soon join
him as smoke burst from his car on
lap 24. While Barrichello contin-
ued to lead, the BMW's of R. Schu-
macher and Montoya began to
trade fastest lap times.
As the first set of pits arrived,
Schumacher's one pit-stop strategy
was destined to surpass that of Bar-
richello's two-stop timing as the
Ferrari pit for the first time, giving
Schumacher the lead. The BMW
drew a better lead over Barrichello
as he had to stop for his second
time, and was assured as Barrichel-
lo's engine expired shortly thereaf-
ter, bringing Schumacher's
teammate, Montoya, up into sec-
ond place.
Unfortunately, Montoya was
also in a two-pit-stop strategy just
ahead of the one-stop-strategy of
Jenson Button in third. This called
for some heavy racing between
Button and Montoya as Montoya
had to work to regain the position,
which he ended up doing in lap 44.
The spotlight again was on Michael
Schumacher, who had worked his
way through the pack the entire
race, landing himself in fourth near
the end.
As a podium finished for Renault
looked good, Button suddenly be-
gan to fall back with suspension
problems, allowing Schumacher to
pass him. Jaguar's problems were
present all through the race, with
both drivers running into others and
returning to the pits for new nose
cones. Irvine ended up retiring
with engine failure on lap 32 and de
la Rosa finished 10th, two spots be-
hind his impact partner, BAR's Vil-
leneuve.
Minardi, who had excelled in
Australia, fared worse in Malaysia
as Alex Yoong retired soon after
his impact with Irvine and his part-
ner ending up in the gravel in lap
36. Toyota was again in the top ten
as Allan McNish finished seventh
behind Sauber's Felipe Massa.
During a routine pit stop, one of the
mechanics lost McNish's tires
causing an extended stop and al-
lowing Massa to take away sixth
position.
The other Toyota of Mika Salo
finished up in twelfth. After 56
laps, the Malaysian Grand Prix at
Sepang was won by Williams
BMW driver Ralf Schumacher,
breaking Ferrari's undefeated win-
ning streak at the track. His team-
mate, Juan Pablo Montoya, helped
secure a 1-2 finish and Michael
Schumacher overcame an entire
field of odds to round out the podi-
um in third.
As Round 2 comes to an end,
Michael Schumacher still domi-
nates the points, but Montoya, with
his second consecutive second-
place finish, trails by only two
points with his teammate taking
over third by two less than that.
Raikkonen's third place finish at
Melbourne allowed him to retain
fourth place and Irvine retains fifth
for the same reason. Jenson Button
makes his appearance in sixth place
with his performance. In the team
ranking Constructor's Champion-
ship, Ferrari falters to second place
with Barrichello yet to finish the
race, losing the lead to Williams
BMW. McLaren, Jaguar, Renault,
and Sauber round out the top six.
Next the championship moves to
Round 3 with the Brazilian Grand
Prix of Interlagos.
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Ignorant spring breakers neglect to consider natives
Andrea Flynn
Daily Orange
(Syracuse U.)
(U-WIRE)
SYRACUSE, N.Y. -
Today I saw an away message
that utterly enraged me. In
recounting the funniest
moments from her "Girls Gone
Wild" Cancun spring break
experience, a girl I loathe quoted
one of her friends as saying, "I
fucking hate Mexicans and I hate
this dirty country," and for added
insult, she said it in a bus full of
Mexicans. This girl, and the
other college students that com-
plain about the natives of the
country they visit are completely
ignorant.
These people who you look
down upon and speak to with lit-
tle respect live in the place you
are visiting. That's right -- Can-
cun, Jamaica, the Bahamas, etc. -
- are homes to people. And it is
to their homes that you bring
your club clothes, string bikinis
and platform sandals. It is to
their country that you -- both
men and women -- bring your
imperialist attitudes, offensive
language and despicable behav-
ior.
Has it occurred to you that
these people are part of a history,
a culture and their lives are very
real? What you don't know is
that most of these people have
little or no money and are
grossly underpaid for the task of
making you happy. They must
smile and be nice to people who
don't care about their well being,
exploit their services and don't
speak their language.
These people work 18 hours a
day to make a wage that barely
covers their cost of living while
you take lump sums of money
out of the ATM and spend it
carelessly.
On top of all this they watch
you (and there are thousands of
you) act like a complete idiot for
seven days. You get drunk and
dance on the bar, shove your
unclothed body parts in front of
cameras, have sex in public, get
naked and do back flips on stage
-- all in the hopes of making it on
MTV. You would never dream of
doing these things in your home,
but you don't hesitate to do them
in someone else's.
You complain about the coun-
try being dirty but you don't take
the time to understand the devas-
tating effects of poverty, let
alone your contribution to the
"mess". It is easier for you to
call their home dirty than to
think about how your life is
directly connected to theirs. And
then when you yell that you
fucking hate them, they have to
sit there and do nothing but mar-
vel at how the term stupid Amer-
ican is continually reinvented --
and validated -- by the socially
inept college students from the
United States.
So to all of you who have the
audacity and sheer ignorance to
complain about the people
whose country you invaded for a
week, I am quite sure they don't
like you either. They probably
wished you stayed at home.
Maybe next time you should.
Words hurt, regardless of who says them
Aric Lewis
Daily News
(Ball State U.)
(U-WIRE)
MUNCIE, Ind. -
At an early age, most of us are
told words can't hurt us. Sticks
and stones -- that is how the say-
ing goes.
Some people will tell children
anything.
Any child knows the true
power of language. Whether it's
the glow of affirmation and
praise or the dark, white cloud of
negativity and degradation, chil-
dren know the strength of
phrases, either delicately placed
or roughly thrown together.
Have you ever seen a child
make another cry by joking or
teasing? I have more than once.
As a matter of fact, I've seen it
happen with college students and
working adults.
Recently, I'd been joking with
a few people lately about the
usage of the term "cracka[sic]."
I'd tell people that, if applied
correctly, it may be possible to
teach the world the term is for
white people only, akin to the
proliferation of "nigga[sic]," as
a positive, not to be confused
with nigger, which supposedly is
a different, unacceptable word.
The n-word's etymology can
be traced to the Latin niger,
meaning black. It became a noun
in Spanish (the color black,
black object), Portuguese and
English (Black person). Some
scholars say that the word is a
phonetic misspelling of the
Southern mispronunciation of
Negro.
Either way, by the early 1880s
the term was established as an
epithet, with many offshoots no
less.
Now that Randall Kennedy
has authored a new book with
the contentious word as a title,
the debate rages on. Can the
word be used positively? Does
the steady use allow the "filthi-
est, dirtiest, nastiest word in the
English language" to be reborn
as a nickname?
Ask yourself your reaction
you'd get if a non-black person
said it to you (black people.
What is the reaction you get if
you said it to a black person
(non-black people)? Then tell
me that word no longer has the
power to injure. Then tell me we
can use it for ourselves but no
one else can, because we've
turned a negative word into
something positive.
Offhand I can think of no
other group rewriting connota-
tions publicly. Hence, the
"cracka experiment" began. I
wanted to see if it really could
work with another phrase. Can
the n-word ever truly be eradi-
cated? Does trying to regulate
who can and can't use it make
hypocrites of people and a fetish
of the word? I'd say yes, but
somewhere (to my chagrin) dif-
fering shades of people are
doing just that.
There's an old saying, "What
you say or allow to be said about
you is what you will become."
Nigga. Nigger. No matter how
you spell it or how it's enunci-
ated, the ugly history remains.
Personally, nothing I do is
strictly for my N.I.G.G.A.Z. (of
any variation).
Fellow columnist Anthony
Head said, "Ultimately, it's not
what they call you, but what you
respond to that makes the differ-
ence. ... We have to start
embracing a language that
empowers instead of
oppresses." (Black Man Talking,
Jan. 23, 2002). Think about it.
Sticks and stones, brothers and
sisters, sticks and stones.
Have you ever used a fake ID?
"I payed $75 for
my plastic"
"Yeah, I'm from
California"
"I use it to purchase
the skim milk"
**Note: Percentages are taken on a random sam-
pling of 74 students attending Rose-Hulman..
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Hip Hop Congress rocks Indiana U., expresses
opinions in hopes of world change
Emily Veach
Indiana Daily Student
(Indiana U.)
(U-WIRE)
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -
The process of forming an
organization at Indiana Univer-
sity is as simple as filling out a
listing card with the Student
Activities Office. Over 400 stu-
dent organizations are listed with
the office annually. One of these
organizations is the Hip Hop
Congress.
Five chapters now exist in the
United States as well as several
delegate or seed groups on six
continents. Senior Ron Gubitz,
one of the founders of the
national organization, was
responsible for creating the IU
chapter.
Hip Hop Congress aims to
incorporate all elements of hip-
hop culture into the organization
to give everyone the opportunity
to express themselves and bring
about change.
"I think what's so great about
hip-hop is all it takes is a table,
your voice and your ideas. It's
very organic, very free and very
democratic in the best form of
the word," Gubitz said. "It allows
anyone (who) has anything to say
to say it."
Gubitz said he started the
social activism aspect of Hip
Hop Congress with a friend
while he was a student at the
University of Southern Califor-
nia.
"It's opened my eyes up to so
many new people and music,"
Guerrero said. "Hip-hop can
reach beyond cultural or lan-
guage barriers."
"(Hip-hop) allows people to
use hip-hop as a forum and as a
microphone to get their point
across and use it to make some
positive changes in the world,"
Gubitz said.
In 1994, a group of hip-hop
artists came together to form the
music aspect of Hip Hop Con-
gress. When the two groups
learned of each other they
decided to bring both aspects
together to form the Hip Hop
Congress.
Since the nationwide organiza-
tion was founded, the four board
members have only been in the
same room one time. They rely
mainly on e-mail and telephone
lines for communicating ideas
between each other and between
chapters.
Ill chapter president Alex
Fruchter, a sophomore, said the
main goal of Hip Hop Congress
is bringing people together.
Fruchter and Gubitz said hip-
hop often carries with it a nega-
tive stigma of violence and other
harmful messages. One of the
organization's goals is to educate
people about hip-hop.
"People who don't like it really
don't know about it," Fruchter
said.
Sophomore Adriana Guerrero,
IU chapter treasurer, said she did
not know very much about hip
hop before becoming involved
with Hip Hop Congress.
The organization's mission
statement is: "We are a forum for
all people to express their opin-
ions, ideas, hopes and dreams,
with the intentions of making
words into actions, with the goal
of changing the world into a bet-
ter place."
Fruchter said hip hop is a way
to bring about this change.
"Hip-hop culture lends itself to
social change and that's what
we're looking for," Fruchter said.
Hip-hop culture includes
everything from poetry (rap-
ping), art (graffiti art), dance
(break dance) and music (DJ) as
well as community action,
according to the group's Web
site.
While it was relatively easy to
become a student organization at
IU, the local chapter has faced
some difficulties. They have
been successful with fund raising
through Union Board as well as
the student governments in
dorms, though it is an ongoing
process, Gubitz said.
"People don't want to give hip-
hop credibility," Gubitz said.
When he initially met with an
IU official about the organiza-
tion, Gubitz said he felt the
administrator was unable to see
past the words "hip-hop."
But since that meeting, there
has been progress. Gubitz said
the Religious Studies depart-
ment has helped them, and
through co-sponsoring events
they have been able to get more
publicity.
NAACP protests NCAA Tournament games in South Carolina
Tyler Rosen & Craig Saper-
stein
The Chronicle
(Duke U.)
(U-WIRE)
GREENVILLE, S.C. -
While the Duke University
basketball team battled Win-
throp College and the University
of Notre Dame inside Green-
ville, S.C.'s Bi-Lo Center this
weekend, a different battle raged
outside the arena.
During two of the three
NCAA Tournament sessions
over the weekend, representa-
tives from the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of
Colored People protested to per-
suade South Carolina legislators
to remove the Confederate flag
from the grounds of the state
capitol in Columbia.
"We want to remind America
that economic sanctions will
continue against South Carolina
because the state insists on dis-
respecting African-Americans
and all those who cherish free-
dom," Nelson Rivers, director of
the NAACP's branch and field
division, said in a statement.
"The NAACP demands that the
Confederate battle flag be
removed from a place of sover-
eignty."
Before Saturday's Duke-
Notre Dame tip-off, pro-flag
demonstrators, who held up
large Confederate flags and
signs, waited for the NAACP,
which had conducted a mile-
long march to the arena earlier in
the morning.
Winston McCuen, one of
about 25 pro-flag protesters that
turned out Saturday afternoon,
said the Confederate flag, moved
from atop the capitol dome in
July 2000 to a special memorial
on the capitol grounds, deserves
a location befitting honor. "[The
flag is] something to be held as
one of our jewels, one of the
things we're most proud of,"
McCuen said. "It's a symbol rec-
ognized around the world of
independence, self-government
[and] secession from tyranny."
The Greenville native also
blasted the NAACP. "This is part
of their ongoing campaign to
culturally cleanse the South,"
McCuen said.
"They're not setting their
focus on the real problems of the
black community."
The NAACP has picketed wel-
come centers throughout South
Carolina since the beginning of
the month and has imposed an
economic boycott on the Pal-
metto State since January 2000.
While the opposing sides were
publicly unabashed in their
views, Duke participants in the
NCAA Tournament gave a more
muted response. Coach Mike
Krzyzewski said that given his
team's obligations as a member
of the NCAA, he would not
comment until after the season.
Senior Matt Christensen gave
a similar response Friday as the
Blue Devils prepared for their
second-round duel against
Notre Dame. "Most of the peo-
ple on the team have some pretty
strong personal views about
that," the team's eldest member
said. "But none of us want to say
anything that would detract -- or
distract -- from what we're try-
ing to do."
Junior Dahntay Jones
expressed his dislike of the flag.
"The state shouldn't have flown
any people's way of thought or
way of living," Jones said. "I
think that situation is wrong."
Teammate Mike Dunleavy,
Duke tri-captain, expressed his
unease with the flag, but said he
understood the feelings of pro-
flag activists. "State-wise, coun-
try-wise, there are a lot of things
our country takes pride in," Dun-
leavy said. "Certainly, I'm not
someone who supports the Con-
federate flag because of what it
does represent. I think to each
his own -- everybody has his
own opinion on it, so I don't
really want to get into it further
than that."
Taco Bell tomatoes leave farmers in poverty
Shannon Dunker rights," participating student
FSView & Florida Flambeau Kelly Bohlander said. "It's not
(Florida State U.) just people fighting for them; it's
(U-WIRE) them fighting for them with other
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - people's support."
Students, farmers and commu- The tour aims to show the con-
nity activists join in the Taco Bell nection between Taco Bell and the
Truth Tour to fight for human tomato pickers' economic situa-
rights for immigrant farmers in tion -- poverty. Another goal is to
Immokalee, Fla. spread awareness about the boy-
The tour consists of a group of cott and send the message to
people from various organizations Americans that they have the
who go cross-country from power to influence major corpora-
Tampa, Fla. to Irvine, Calif. and tions.
back, holding protests at local Immokalee is an unincorpo-
Taco Bells with a massive protest rated settlement of farmers. They
in front of the Taco Bell head- work for the company Six L's
quarters in Irvine, Calif. They are Packing Co., Inc., which still pays
in support of the boycott that its workers the same wages as in
began a year and a half ago by the 1978. Workers must pick two tons
Coalition of Immokalee Workers. of tomatoes to make only $50.
"I thought the tour was a really The Coalition of Immokalee
great idea because it actually inte- Workers say that if the company
grates the workers fully in the were to pay only one more cent
process of demanding their equal per pound of tomatoes, the earn-
ings of the farmers would be dou- ers. Bohlander, Payne and a few
bled. Taco Bell is the company's others have started making a dif-
largest buyer of tomatoes. ference right here in Tallahassee.
The boycott has been in place The first step they took was a
for a year and a half and Taco Bell teach-in on Feb. 6 to educate peo-
is finally starting to show interest, pie about the Taco Bell boycott.
"Taco Bell has begun talking On Feb. 9, they held Taco Bell
with Six L's Packing Company Action, which was a boycott at
who owns the fields, telling them the local Taco Bell in Tallahassee.
that something must be done "We protested outside the Taco
about the boycott," Student/Farm- Bell," Bohlander said. "We made
worker Alliance member Steve signs and stayed there for about
Payne said. "Also, Taco Bell two and a half to three hours. It
agreed to talk with the share- was actually really good because
holder activists who are involved we had a lot of people who came
with the campaign." by and asked for information and
Shareholder activism is when we got to talk to a lot of interested
wealthy people use their money to citizens in Tallahassee."
fight for human and worker rights FSU students have gotten
by investing in companies so they involved in protesting Taco Bell
have the power to pressure and through the Student/Farmworker
influepce them. Alliance and are looking to make
Some Florida State University a difference. Some even went as
students have decided to take a far as joining the tour over Spring
stand for the rights of these work- Break in California and in many
other cities to protest.
"I hope this to be a real learning
experience so that I can come
back to FSU and use that knowl-
edge to help empower more stu-
dents here and effect more a
change here
Payne said.
Before the major protest at the
Taco Bell headquarters in Irvine,
the FSU students will participate
in workshops and presentations
sponsored at the UCLA campus.
Between 5,000 and 6,000 people
are expected to attend the daylong
protest that will feature musicians
and guest speakers, among other
events.
"People from FSU will be tak-
ing part in the protests as it hap-
pens and everyone on the tour is
expected to join one of the com-
mittees for the tour and take an
active role in organizing work,"
Payne said.
in Tallahassee,"
Do you have any questions or comments?
Contact the Thorn: Thorn@rose-hulman.edu
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Rose-Hulman baseball tops MacMurray 12-2 and 4-3,
extends win streak to 12
TERRE HAUTE, IND. -- Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology
extended its school-record win-
ning streak to 12 games with a 12-
2 and 4-3 sweep over MacMurray
College on Saturday afternoon at
Art Nehf Field.
The Engineers pounded out 13
hits in the opener, including five
doubles and one triple, to earn a
10-run victory. Sophomore Drew
DeMarco (Long Grove, Ill./
Stevenson) led the way with three
Briar Colwell
Staff Writer
Friday March 22, 2002
Men's Basketball 
NCAA Tournament7:30 pm -
12:30 am CBS
Saturday March 23, 2002
Men's Basketball 
hits, including a double and a tri-
ple, three runs scored and two
RBIs. Senior Tevin Wiete (No-
blesville) slapped two hits, includ-
ing a double, and scored twice.
Sophomores Cort Severns (Mani-
to, Ill./Midwest Central) and
Adam Windmiller (Roachdale/
North Putnam) each scored twice
for the Rose-Hulman offense.
Senior John Bowen (Charles-
town) improved to 4-0 with his
third complete-game victory of
the season in the opener. Bowen
scattered eight hits with no walks
and four strikeouts, allowing just
one earned run in the contest.
In the nightcap, MacMurray
battled back from a 3-1 deficit to
knot the game at 3-3 before Rose-
Hulman scored one run in the sixth
to capture the win. Freshman
Scott Tourville (Westerville,
Ohio/North) paced the offense
with three hits, while senior Matt
King (Franklin, Tenn./Battle
Ground Academy) added two.
Junior Ryan Keefer (Fort Wayne/
Northrop) added a double, scored
one run and had one RBI for the
Engineers.
Senior Robert Chandler (Nash-
ville, Tenn./Hillsboro) tossed a
complete-game six-hitter with
eight strikeouts to earn the victory.
Chandler, a preseason all-SCAC
selection, stands at 2-1 on the
campaign.
Rose-Hulman's winning streak
College sports watch
NCAA Tournament 4:30 pm -
9:00 pm CBS
NCAA Division II Champion-
ship 1:00 pm CBS
Women's Basketball
NCAA Tournament 11:30 am,
2:30, 9:30 pm ESPN2
NCAA TournamentNoon, 2,
7, 9, 11:30 pm ESPN pm CBS
will be tested by two of the Mid-
west's top teams this weekend.
The Engineers battle Albion Col-
lege,which stands at 9-1 and rides
a nine-game winning streak, in a
doubleheader on Saturday and a
single-game on Sunday. Rose-
Hulman hosts Wisconsin-Stevens
Point, currently 2-1 with all three
games against Division I Bradley,
for single games on Sunday and
Monday.
9:30 pm ESPN2
Wrestling Women's Basketball 
NCAA Tournament 7:30 pm NCAA Division II Champion- Tuesday March 26, 2002
ESPN2 ship Noon ESPN2 Men's Basketball 
NIT Tournament 7:00 pm &
9:00 pm ESPNMonday March 25, 2002
Sunday March 24, 2002 Women's Basketball 
Men's Basketball NCAA Tournament 7:00 & Thursday March 14, 2002
NCAA Tournament 2:30-7:00 9:00 pm ESPN Men's Basketball 
NCAA Tournament 7:30, & NIT Tournament 9:00 pm
ESPN
Baseball and softball standings
4
Photo courtesy Rose-Hulman
Junior Ryan Keefer prepares for a pitch. He added a
double, scored one run and allowed one RBI to help the
Engineers defeat MacMurray.
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Photo courtesy Rose-Hulman
Sophomore Tabatha Doughty (as seen in a picture
from last year, added two runs to the Engineers' win
over Anderson University.
Baseball
Team
E mien Division
Rose-H ulman
Oglethorpe
U. South
D ePauw
Centre
Western Division
Mil saps
Southwestern
Trinity
Hendrix
Rhodes
SCA C
Pct.
9 1
1
7 2
0 10
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.875
0.889
0.778
0.000
0.000
Overall
Pct.
12 1
9 5
6 5
5
0 8
15
22
14
10
3
2
1
6
12
11
0,923
0.623
0,545
0.500
0.000
0.882
0.957
0.700
0.455
0.200
Softball
Team
Easten Division
U. South 4
DePauw 0
Rose-Hulman
Centre 0
Western Division
Trinity
Mil 'saps
Rhodes
1-1 end rix
SCAC Overall
Pct. W I Pct.
0 1.000 8 4 0.667
0 0.000 2 8 0.200
0 0.000 1 ii 0.083
4 0,000 5 7 0.417
2
2 0
4 2
0 6
1.000
1.000
0.667
0.000
12 8 0.600
2 9 0.182
4 5 0.400
0 18 0.000
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William Welch
Head Men's Cross Country Coach
At Hanover Invitational Ander-
son University took top honors in
both Men and Women's, Hanover
College Invitational Track and
Field meet, Saturday.
Even without official team scor-
ing, the Rose-Hulman men's team
would have placed•second at the
six team meet and the Women's
Team sixth.
Amanda Salina led the Lady En-
gineers by placing third and fourth
in the discus and javelin throws re-
Rose-Hulman track and field news
spectively. Senior Erica Snyder,
placed sixth in the 100 meter dash
and seventh in the 200.
Anna Burgner picked up
a fifth place victory in the
100 meter hurdles while
Emily Dieter, a freshman
from Owen Valley placed
seventh in the 800 meter
run. The four women com-
bined for a third place finish
in the 4 x 100 meter relay.
Eric Arnett led the Rose
men's team to a second
place finish by capturing
two blue ribbons, in the 400
and 200 meter dashes and running
the anchor leg of the 4 x 400 relay
that finished third. The winning
Team unofficial scoring
Women's: Men's:
Anderson -- 148 Anderson -- 211
Charleston-- 131 Rose-Hulman -- 127
Franklin 126 Charleston -- 115
Hanover-- 115 Hanover-- 110
Benedictine -- 72 Franklin -- 59
Rose-Hulman -- 29 Benedictine -- 40
Two Rose-Hulman swimmers to
compete at NCAA III
nationals this weekend
TERRE HAUTE, IND. -- For
the first time in school history, two
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology student-athletes will com-
pete in the NCAA Division III
Men's Swimming National Cham-
pionship this weekend at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio.
Senior Matt Smith (Cincinnati,
Ohio) automatically qualified for
the 50-yard freestyle, 100-yard
breaststroke and 200-yard breast-
stroke. Smith ranks second na-
tionally in the 100-breaststroke
this season with an Southern Col-
legiate Athletic Conference cham-
pionship time of 56.82 seconds.
He also enters- the competition
ranked sixth nationally in the 200-
breaststroke with a time of
2:05.99.
Earlier this season, Smith quali-
fied automatically for the national
championship in the 50-yard free-
style with a time of 21.17 seconds.
As a sophomore, Smith qualified
for the NCAA Division III nation-
als in the same three events.
Sophomore David Breiding
(Kent, Wash.) qualified provision-
ally in the 100-yard backstroke
and 200-yard individual medley
before qualifying automatically in
the 200-yard backstroke. Bre-
iding, who will be permitted to
compete in all three events at the
nationals, compiled times of 52.62
seconds in the 100-backstroke,
1:53.81 in the 200-yard backstroke
and 1:57.27 in the individual med-
ley.
Sean Valentine earned Rose-
Hulman's only previous All-
American honors at the 1999
championships. Valentine fin-
ished fourth in the 50-yard free-
style with a time of 20.50 seconds
and placed sixth in the 100-yard
breaststroke with a time of 56.35
seconds. Smith was named the
SCAC Tr -Swimmer of the Year,
while head coach Melissa Thomp-
son was named men's swimming
Coach of theNear. Thompson won
-an NCAA Division I national
championship as a member of the
800-freestyle relay team at South-
ern Methodist University in 1995
and earned All-American honors
in 1994 and 1995.
time of 50.84 seconds, in the 400
meter dash was Arnett's fastest
time so far this year.
Dylan Tarr, sophomore
from Newton, Illinois and
senior Ben Shanks led the
field events group with two
seconds, a third, a fourth
and a fifth place finish in the
throws. Jason Bowe added
to the team by placing sec-
ond and fifth in the triple
and long jump. Brian Page
took a second in the pole
vault and added a third
place victory in the 400
meter dash.
Ben Leonard's 2:02.84 was good
enough for a third place finish in
the 800 meter run.
Last week at the NCAA National
Track and Field Championships at
Ohio Northern, Andrew Schipper,
a junior mechanical engineering
major, placed fifth in the pole vault
picking up his fourth All-American
honors. He became the 31st Track
and Field All-American from
Rose-Hulman and only the fourth
Rose athlete to accomplish the four
time All-American fete. His fifth
place finishing height was 15' 5".
Sports shorts
The baseball team (12-1) de- Albion -- 1
feated MacMurray College in
both games last Saturday:
Game 1
The men's tennis team (3-0)
defeated both Anderson and
Franklin last Saturday:
MacMurray -- 2
Rose-Hulman -- 12 Rose-Hulman
Anderson -- 1
Game 2
MacMurray -- 3 Rose-Hulman -- 7
Rose-Hulman -- 4 Franklin --
The softball team (1-11) had UW-Stevens Point defeated
their first win against Albion St. Lawrence in the NCAA Di-
during game 2 last Sunday: vision III Women's Basketball
Championship last Saturday:
Game 1
Rose-Htilman --
Albion 5
Game 2
Rose-Hulman
UW-Stevens Point -- 67
St. Lawrence -- 65
Upcoming athletic events
Sat.. March 23 •BASE vs. Albion College, 11
-MT at Kerry Seward lnvita- am •SOFT vs. Thomas More
tional (Wabash), 9 am •BASE vs. Wisconsin- College, 4:30 pm
•BASE vs. Albion College (2 Stevens Point, 4 pm •MT & WT at St. Joseph's Col-
games), Noon lege, 5 pm
Tues.. March 26
Sun March 24
Mon.. March 25
•BASE vs. Wisconsin-
-MT at Kerry Seward Invita- Stevens Point, 4 pm
tional (Wabash), 9 am
Key 
BASE = Baseball
GOLF = Golf
SOFT = Softball
MT = Men's Tennis
WT = Women's Tennis
TR = Track
* Events in bold denote home games
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Volume 37, Issue 20 "Because I'm a sexy man, that's why."- www.actsofgord.com Pants Edition Friday, March 22, 2001
Top Ten Reasons Not To Sleep
CD It's all due tomorrow.
CI 20 minutes is enough for that one lady, it's enough for me.
(;) Sleeping cuts down on the fun hallucinations.
O Fun hallucinations cut down on beer expenses.
13 If you slept at night, what would you do all day during class?
O Hertz sleeps, so it can't be a good idea.
O It wouldn't be an 'Institute' if they didn't want us to be crazy.
4) Can't sleep, the Dales will eat me.
09 "My armor is like totally blue to me."
O When else would you use those nifty night-vision goggles to stalk girls?
Studies show that being annoying may be hazerdous-to your health
Terre Haute, Indiana
Noticing an increase in
annoyance-related crime on
campus, we interviewed our
resident expert on annoying
people, Dr. Smack.
"These dumbasses don't
seem to understand," he says,
"if you're going to be annoying,
you're gonna get kicked in the
junk."
After pausing for a moment to
cringe in empathy for our man-
hood, we asked the good docter,
"Why the junk?"
"Well, you see, one swift kick
to the mommy-daddy's and you
may end this idiot's chance to
spread more idiocy in this
world," answered Smack.
We then brought up the eter-
nal debate, "Can a man kick
another man in said junk and
still be considered a man your-
self, or do you move into the
realm of womanhood?"
"I'll move into the realm of
your mom's womanhood,"
replied the doctor.
Glad we settled that.
I a. Dfiv;ron q-13-01
"it's an interesting design, but you need to
think beyond the engineering design classes
you had in college.'
Wacky Prof Quotes
"I can't spell heroin, lets use crack!"
--Dr. Bremmer, showing a lot of enthusiasm for a
crack user
"We don't call it 'sitting on your ass.' It's 'con-
suming leisure."
--Dr. Bremmer, on econ lingo
"This is how we find your grade: take the sum of
all tests and homeworks, square them, then take
the square root."
--Dr. Adams, talking about uncertainty analysis
"We've got this mean, that mean, what the heck
does this mean?"
--Dr. Franklin, utterly beffudling all
"That should be the words you hear in your
sleep... 'Reduce variation'.., being called out
from heaven by the soft voice of Dr. Deming."
--Dr. Franklin, striking fear into the hearts of the
class deviants
"At t=0, she's in her dorm room and I'm in the
class. The question is, can I get to... can she get to
class?"
--Dr. Graves, 'not' being a pervert
"Lenz says that you're not allowed to blow up the
universe. There are two ways to interpret that..."
--Dr. West, making us wonder what the second
way is
"I push it that way, and I blow up the universe."
--Dr. West, having something to do with magnets
"The network's been up and down like a whore's
underpants."
--Dr. Oexmann, making the sort of pun he's infa-
mous for
Have your profs said something wacky lately?
Well, stay awake for once and jot it down!
Then, e-mail it (or any other humor) to:
flipside@rose-hulman.edu 
This Week in the News
ABC News reports that much of the attrac-
This Week in History
5900 B.C. -
This Week's Old & Bad Jokes
Why don't seagulls fly in the bay?
tiveness of females is due to their smell, phere- Beer is brewed in Sumeria and Babylonia. Because they don't want to be bagels!
mones, and stuff. At one time, I thought news Beer is made from barley. Mmm, barley. Did you hear about the restaurant on Venus?
was about things new, but I guess I was wrong. It has great food, but a horrible atmosphere.
The Little Line o' Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-l-fulman Institute of Technology. It proba-
bly doesn't represent anybody's opinions, 'cause it's all just a joke, get it? We're not even sure why we even print this! All material is copyright of it's respective owner. Don't make me hit you.
